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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENTS OF RESULTS
In this paper we look for multiple solutions of the boundary value
problem
{&2u=&* |u|
q&2 u+ g(u)
u=0
in 0,
on 0,
(1)
where 0 is a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary 0, *>0 is a
real parameter, 1<q<2, and g # C 1 satisfies
( g1) g(0)=0,
( g2) g$(0)>*1 ,
and either
( g3) G(u) :=u0 g(t) dt
1
2au
2 \u, |u| large, with a<*1
or
( g$3) ;:=limu  & g(u)u < *1  *k < a :=limu  + g(u)u < *k+1
for some k  1.
Here 0<*1<*2*3 } } } denote the eigenvalues of &2 with zero
Dirichlet boundary data.
Elliptic equations with concave nonlinearities of the form |u|q&2 u,
1<q<2 for *<0 and superlinear g have been studied recently by several
authors (see Ambrosetti, Azorero, and Peral [1], Perera [7], and their
references). As we will see, ( g3) implies that the variational functional
associated with (1) is bounded below and coercive. Coercive elliptic
problems of this type with *=0 have been studied by Ambrosetti and
Mancini [3], Struwe [9], Ambrosetti and Lupo [2], and other authors.
Here we prove the existence of more solutions for *>0 sufficiently small
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using variational methods and critical groups. We also study the case where
g is a jumping nonlinearity, i.e., satisfies ( g$3). For asymptotically linear
elliptic problems with jumping nonlinearities see Chapter III, Section 3.4 of
Chang [5] and the references given there.
Note that, by ( g1), problem (1) admits the trivial solution u#0 for any
* # R. Our multiplicity results are the following:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that g satisfies ( g1)( g3). Then there exists **>0
such that problem (1) has at least four nontrivial solutions for 0<*<**.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that g satisfies ( g1), ( g3), and for some k2,
( g$2) g$(0)>*k ,
( g4) G(u) 12*k+1u
2 \u.
Then there exists **>0 such that problem (1) has at least five nontrivial
solutions for 0<*<**.
Theorem 1.3. Assume that g satisfies ( g1), ( g2), and ( g$3). Then there
exists **>0 such that problem (1) has at least three nontrivial solutions for
0<*<**.
Theorem 1.4. Assume that g satisfies ( g1) and for some k2, ( g$2),
( g$3), and ( g4). Then there exists **>0 such that problem (1) has at least
four nontrivial solutions for 0<*<**.
Example 1.5. For the case g(u)= &au3+bu2+cu where a>0, b # R,
c>*1 , the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 holds, and the conclusion of
Theorem 1.2 holds if c>*k , 2b29a+c*k+1 for some k2.
2. THE VARIATIONAL SETTING
If g satisfies ( g3), let u =inf[u>0 : g(u)=0] and u
=sup[u<0 : g(u)
=0] (&u

<0<u +). Then we may replace g by the truncated
function
g^(u)={g(u)0
if u

uu
otherwise.
Indeed, if u satisfies
{&2u=&* |u|
q&2 u+ g^(u)
u=0
in 0,
on 0,
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then, by the maximum principle, u

<u<u and hence u satisfies (1). Also,
it is easily seen that, if g satisfies ( g3), ( g4), then so does g^. Thus we may
assume that ug(u)0 and hence G(u)0. Combining this with ( g1) and
( g3), we have
(2) |G(u)|Cu2 \u, for some C>0.
Clearly, (2) also holds if g satisfies ( g$3).
Hence we can apply variational methods in the usual Sobolev space
H=H 10(0) with the norm &u&=(0 |{u| 2)12: weak solutions of (1)
correspond to critical points of the functional I* # C 1(H, R) given by
I*(u)=|
0
1
2
|{u| 2+
*
q
|u|q&G(u) u # H.
For a critical point u of I* , we denote by C*(I* , u) the critical groups ofI* at u with coefficients in an abelian group G (see Chang [5]).
If g satisfies ( g3), then there exists C>0 such that
G(u) 12au
2+C \u
and hence
I*(u)
1
2 \|0 |{u| 2&au2+&C
1
2
min {1, 1& a*1= &u&2&C.
Since a<*1 , this last inequality implies that I* is bounded below and
coercive. It follows that I* satisfies the PalaisSmale compactness condition
(PS). On the other hand, if g # C 0 satisfies ( g$3), then it is well-known that
I* satisfies (PS) (see e.g., Chapter III, Lemma 3.3 of Chang [5]).
Define
I\* (u)=|
0
1
2
|{u| 2+
*
q
|u\|q&G(u\) u # H,
where u+=max[u, 0], u&=min[u, 0]. By ( g1), I\* # C
1(H, R). If g
satisfies ( g3), then I\* is also bounded below and coercive as before. On the
other hand, if g satisfies ( g$3), then I&* is bounded below and coercive since
;<*1 and g(u+) satisfies ( g$3) with ;=0. In either case, I\* also satisfies
(PS).
Let u\ be a critical point of I\* . Then, by the regularity of solutions of
elliptic boundary value problems, u\ is a classical solution of
{&2u\=&* |u
\
\|
q&2 u\\+ g(u
\
\)
u\=0
in 0,
on 0
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and hence, by the weak maximum principle, \u\0 in 0. Thus, u\ is a
solution of (1) as well and I*(u\)=I\* (u\).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that *>0 and g satisfies (2). If u\ is a local
minimizer of I\* , then it is also a local minimizer of I* and hence the critical
groups of I* at u\ are given by
Cq(I* , u\)={G0
if q=0
if q{0.
Proof. By a result of Brezis and Nirenberg [4], it suffices to show
that u\ is a local minimizer of I* in the C 1 topology. It is easily seen that
u\ is a local minimizer of I\* in the C
1 topology also, say, \>0 is such
that I\* (u)I
\
* (u\) \u # B \(u\) :=[u # C
1
0(0 ) : |u&u\|C1<\]. Then for
u # B \(u\),
I*(u)&I*(u\)=I*(u)&I\* (u\)
I*(u)&I\* (u)
=|
0
*
q
( |u|q&|u\| q)&(G(u)&G(u\))
=|
0
*
q
|u|q&G(u)
|
0
*
q
|u|q&C |u| 2
\*q&C |u| 2&qC0 + |0 |u|q.
But, since \u\0, |u|C 0  0 as \  0. Since q<2, the conclusion of
the lemma follows (for the critical groups see Example 1 in Chapter I,
Section 4 of Chang [5]). K
Lemma 2.2. If g satisfies (2), then u#0 is a local minimizer of I* , I\* for
any *>0.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we show that 0 is a local
minimizer of I* in the C 1 topology. We have for u # C 10(0 ),
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I*(u)|
0
*
q
|u| q&G(u)
|
0
*
q
|u| q&Cu2
\*q&C |u| 2&qC 0 + |0 |u|q0
if |u|C0(*Cq)1(2&q).
The argument for I\* is the same. K
Lemma 2.3. If g satisfies ( g1), (2) and g$(0)>*k (k1), then there exist
**, \>0 such that
sup
Sk\
I*<0
for 0<*<**, where S k\ :=[u # H} : &u&=\] and Hk :=
k
j=1 ker(&2&*jI).
Proof. It follows from ( g1) and (2) that, given =>0 and 2< p
2n(n&2), there exists C>0 such that
}G(u)&12 g$(0)u2}
=
2
u2+C |u| p \u.
Taking =< g$(0)&*k , we have for u # Hk ,
I*(u)
1
2
&u&2+
*
q
|u| qLq&
1
2
( g$(0)&=) |u| 2L2+C |u|
p
Lp
&
1
2 \
g$(0)&=
*k
&1+ &u&2+C(* &u&q+&u& p). K
Lemma 2.4. If g satisfies (2) and ( g4), then
I*0
on H=k =

j=k+1 ker(&2&*jI) for any *>0.
Proof. We have for u # H=k ,
I*(u)|
0
1
2*k+1u
2&G(u)0
by ( g4). K
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3. AN ABSTRACT CRITICAL POINT THEOREM
The proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.4 use the following linking theorem
(see Theorems 3.2.1, 3.1.3 and Example 3.1.4 of Perera [7]).
Theorem 3.1. Let X=X1X2 be a Banach space with 0<k :=
dim X1<. Suppose that I # C 1(X, R) satisfies
(I1) there exists \>0 such that
sup
S1\
I<0,
where S 1\ :=[u # X1 : &u&=\],
(I2) I0 on X2 , and
(I3) there exists a nonzero vector e # X1 such that I is bounded below
on the half-space [se+u2 : s0, u2 # X2].
In addition, assume that I satisfies (PS) and has only isolated critical values
with each critical value corresponding to a finite number of critical points.
Then I has two (different) critical points u1 , u2 with I(u1)<0I(u2) and
Ck&1(I, u1){0, Ck(I, u2){0.
Proof. Set A=S 1\ , S=X2 , and C=[se+u : s0, u # X2]. Then A
homologically links S in dimension k&1 in the sense that the embedding
ik&1: H k&1(A)  H k&1(X"S)
of the reduced homology groups, induced by the inclusion i : A / X"S, is
nontrivial. Indeed, A is a strong deformation retract of X"S and hence ik&1
is an isomorphism.
Take regular values c<a<0 of I such that I>c on C, Ia on A,
and there are no critical values of I in [a, 0) (this is possible since the
critical values of I are isolated). We will show that H k&1(Ia , Ic){0
and Hk(X, Ia){0. It follows that I has two critical points u1 , u2 with
c<I(u1)<a, I(u2)>a and Ck&1(I, u1){0, Ck(I, u2){0 (see Chapter II,
Theorem 1.5 of Chang [5]).
It follows from the following commutative diagram induced by the
inclusions A / Ia /
i $ X"S that H k&1(Ia) and the embedding i $k&1 are
nontrivial.
H k&1(A) ww
ik&1 H k&1(X"S)
H k&1(Ia)
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Proof of H k&1(Ia , Ic){0. Consider the following commutative diagram
induced by the inclusions Ic/Ia/X"S, Ic/X"C/X"S, where the left
column is a portion of the exact sequence of the pair (Ia , Ic).
H k&1(Ic) ww H k&1(X"C)
i
*
H k&1(Ia) ww
i $k&1 H k&1(X"S)
j
*
H k&1(Ia , Ic)
Since X"C is contractible and i $k&1 is nontrivial, it follows that i* is not
onto and hence j
*
{0.
Proof of Hk(X, Ia){0. Consider the following portion of the exact
sequence of the pair (X, Ia):
Hk(X, Ia) w

* H k&1(Ia) w
i
* H k&1(X ).
Since X is contractible and H k&1(Ia) is nontrivial, it follows that i* is not
one-to-one and hence 
*
{0. K
Remark 3.2. The existence of u1 and u2 without the information on the
critical groups was proved by Schechter [8]; Ck(I, u2){0 was proved by
Liu [6] and Ck&1(I, u1){0 was proved by Perera [7]. We will use these
critical groups to distinguish between various critical points of I* .
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.11.4
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Lemma 2.2, u#0 is a local minimizer of I\*
with I\* (0)=0. Denoting by ,1>0 the first eigenfunction of &2, infH I
\
* 
inft0 I*(\t,1)<0 by Lemma 2.3 (with k=1). Hence I\* has a (non-
trivial) critical point u\1 of the mountain pass type with I
\
* (u
\
1 )>0.
Since I\* is bounded below and satisfies (PS), it also has a (nontrivial)
global minimizer u\0 : I
\
* (u
\
0 )=infH I
\
* <0. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, I\* has a moun-
tain pass point u\1 at a positive level and a global minimizer u
\
0 at a
negative level. By Lemma 2.1, u\0 is a local minimizer of I* and the critical
groups of I* at u\0 are given by
Cq(I* , u\0 )={G0
if q=0
if q{0.
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We get one more critical point by applying Theorem 3.1 to I* using the
splitting H=Hk H=k . The conditions (I1) and (I2) have already been
verified in Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. Since I* is bounded below, (I3) is also
satisfied. Thus I* has two critical points uk&1 , uk with I*(uk&1)<0,
I*(uk)0 and Ck&1(I* , uk&1){0, Ck(I* , uk){0. Comparing the critical
values and the critical groups of 0, u\0 , u
\
1 , uk&1 and using k2, we see
that they are all different. K
Proof of Theorem 1.3. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, I\* has a moun-
tain pass point u\1 at a positive level and I
&
* has a global minimizer u
&
0 at
a negative level. K
Proof of Theorem 1.4. As in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we get a fourth
critical point from Theorem 3.1.
Verification of (I3). We take e= &,1<0 with the normalization
|,1|L2=1. It follows from ( g3) that, given =>0, there exists C>0 such that
G(u) 12 (;+=)u
2+C \u0
and
G(u) 12 (:+=)u
2+C \u0
Taking =min[*1&;, *k+1&:], we have for any *>0, s0, and u # H=k ,
I*(&s,1+u) 12 (s
2 &,1&2+&u&2)&|
&s,1+u0
G(&s,1+u)
&|
&s,1+u0
G(&s,1+u)
 12 (*1s
2+*k+1 |u| 2L2)&
1
2 (;+=) |
&s,1+u0
(&s,1+u)2
&12(:+=) |
&s,1+u>0
(&s,1+u)2&C
= 12 (*1&;&=)s
2+ 12(*k+1&:&=) |u|
2
L2+(;+=)s |
0
,1u
+ 12(:&;) _|&s,1+u0 u
2+s |
&s,1+u>0
(&s,1+2u),1&&C
&C. K
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